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Abstract—On-line communication services were evolving from

a simple text-based chats towards sophisticated videopresence

appliances. The bandwidth consumption of those services is

constantly growing due to the technology development and

high user and business needs. That fact leads us to imple-

ment optimization mechanisms into the multimedia commu-

nication scenarios. In this paper, the authors concentrate on

many-to-many (m2m) communication, that is mainly driven

by the growing popularity of on-line conferences and telep-

resence applications. An overlay model where m2m flows are

optimally established on top of a given set of network routes

is formulated and a joint model where the network routes and

the m2m flows are jointly optimized. In the models, the traf-

fic traverses through replica servers, that are responsible for

stream aggregation and compression. Models for both pre-

defined replica locations and optimized server settlement are

presented. Each model is being followed by a comprehensive

description and is based on real teleconference systems.

Keywords—ILP modeling, many-to-many communication, net-

work optimization, replica location.

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of the Internet, network flow paradigms

have undergone significant transformation. From a one-to-

one transmission that can be represented by fetching a web-

site from a server or simple one-to-one Voice over IP call

those paradigms evolved into sophisticated schemes with

complex traffic matrix. To optimize the traversal of the

same information from one host to the group of others, one-

to-many (multicast) applications were introduced. A good

example of that is IP TV streaming in triple-play services

(Internet, phone and TV) [1] or synchronization messages

exchange in Network Time Protocol [2]. Furthermore, one-

to-one-of-many (anycast) can be distinguished. In anycast,

packets are routed to one of many servers – that can be rep-

resented by a common address – with the lowest path cost

from a source to a destination. Such distributed networks

are called Content Delivery Networks (CDN) and they play

the main role in current Internet-based business [3]. In this

paper, the authors focus on many-to-many (m2m) commu-

nication as one of the fastest emerging paradigms and pro-

pose ILP models of offline problems related to optimization

of m2m flows using replica servers. To achieve this, the

m2m transmission with both anycast and unicast paradigm

is modeled. The former, similarly to CDN, is used dur-

ing the replica selection phase and the latter to transfer the

data from the selected server, back to the client. In this

type of transmissions, all hosts exchange the information

with every other host in the m2m group. The information

is forwarded first to the replica server (rendezvous point),

which in turn propagates proper data to other hosts that

take part in the m2m group. The examples of such traffic

are: video and teleconferencing, distance learning, mul-

tiplayer on-line gaming, distributed computing, etc. The

authors focus on videoconferencing as the widespread and

demanding example of m2m service. Moreover, a business

need for videoconference system is not anymore a nice to

have feature for the enterprise, but an essential day-to-day

tool that makes the business more effective and success-

ful. According to Cisco, business videoconferencing will

grow six fold between 2011 and 2016 [4]. The authors of

the report claim, that business videoconferencing traffic is

growing significantly faster than overall business IP traffic,

at a compound annual growth rate of 48% over the forecast

period.

Furthermore, using replication in videoconferencing, band-

width used for the transmission is significantly reduced.

Replicas not only aggregate the traffic, but also perform

stream modifications such as format change or compres-

sion. Currently, end nodes in videoconferencing are mo-

bile devices, PCs, dedicated videophones or special telep-

resence equipment. Each of them requires different audio

and videostream formats due to available computational

resources. Using replicas, complex multimedia transcod-

ing is moved from end nodes to highly efficient dedicated

servers. Moreover, encoded stream requires less bandwidth,

that decreases network congestion and provide higher level

of Quality of Service to end users.

The main contributions of this paper are integer linear pro-

gramming models for many-to-many transmission in com-

puter networks where rendezvous points are used. The au-

thors propose overlay and joint models assuming combined

optimization of overlay and underlying networks. More-

over, two different strategies of locating replica servers in

the network are presented. In the first strategy, the location

of the servers is known and only the client assignment and

network flows have to be optimized. In the latter case, the

location of the replica servers is unknown and is a sub-

ject of optimization. The models support video conference

applications, but can be easily redefined for other type of

m2m traffic.
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This paper is an extended version of the paper [5], pre-

sented at 17th Polish Teletraffic Symposium PTS 2012,

held in Zakopane, Poland on December 5–7, 2012. This

extended paper contains the new results, including a ILP

formulations of replica location problem for many-to-many

multimedia communication. To the best of our knowledge,

this work is the first one that addresses the problem of

replica location in m2m networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 provides related works study on many-to-many com-

munication. Section 3 describes the m2m communication

in computer networks. In Section 4, an ILP model for over-

lay network is presented. Section 5 contains similar model

for joint m2m system, using the node-link notation. Two

further sections extend the previous models with the replica

location problem. Section 6 describes the overlay model of

the replica location problem, and Section 7 refers to the

joint model. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 8.

2. Related Works

The idea of many-to-many communication in the networks

is not a recent invention. The author in [6] predicted that

teleconferences will be as popular as television. After many

years, we know how true was this prediction. Extended

view on m2m applications in background of multicast is

presented in [7]. The authors define m2m traffic as a group

of hosts, where each of them receives data from multi-

ple senders while it also sends data to all of them. They

also highlight that this communication paradigm may cause

complex coordination and management challenges. The ex-

amples of m2m applications are, among others: multimedia

conferencing, synchronizing resources, distributed parallel

processing, shared document editing, distance learning or

multiplayer games, to name a few. Moreover, the paper

presents a brief comparison of delay tolerance and men-

tions that m2m applications characterize in a high delay

intolerance.

In [8], the authors propose scheduling architecture for m2m

traffic in switched HPC (High Performance Computing)

networks. The paper also mentions other applications of

m2m communications in data centers, for example pro-

cess and data replication [9], dynamic load-balancing [10]

or moving virtual machine resources between servers con-

nected into a cloud [11]. In [12], the authors presents

optimal and nearly optimal hot potato routing algorithms

for many-to-many transmissions. In hot potato (deflection)

routing, a packet cannot be buffered, and is therefore al-

ways moving until it reaches its destination. This scenario

is mostly applicable in parallel computing applications.

Many-to-many communication is also extensively inves-

tigated in the area of radio networks. Overview on this

topic is presented in [13]. The authors of [14] propose

a Middleware for Many-to-many Communication (M2MC)

system architecture for m2m applications in broadcast net-

works (both radio and wired). Because of broadcast ori-

entation, M2MC do not require any resource consum-

ing routing protocols. The system architecture comprises

of Message Ordering Protocol, Member Synchronization

Protocol and protocols for processes to join and leave

the groups.

Other applications of m2m communication exist in a field

of online gaming [15]–[18]. All the players need to ex-

change with the others the current state of the game. In

dynamic games delay tolerance is crucial, and online gam-

ing protocols are designed to transfer small portions of data

in often transmitted packets. When more servers are avail-

able, the game world is usually splitted into several zones

and users are assigned to the server, taking under account

a zone in which their avatar currently exists.

Mixed-integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation

for many-to-many traffic grooming in Wavelength-Division

Multiplexing (WDM) networks is presented in [19]

and [20]. The authors not only formulate MILP problems,

but also present approximated heuristic algorithms. Both

solutions are considered for non-splitting networks, where

optical-electronic-optical conversion is used and in net-

works capable of splitting the signal in optical domain. In

WDM networks, due to wide optical spectrum even broad-

band many-to-many multimedia streams may be aggregated

(groomed) to use available bandwidth more efficiently.

Many-to-many transmission in telepresence appliance is

presented in [21]. The authors compare two architec-

tures, namely centralized and distributed. Moreover, the

video transmission is encoded using Scalable Video Cod-

ing (SVC) [22]. In SVC, a stream consists of a base layer

and several enhancement layers, that after merging with

the base layer, improve a video quality. Every client re-

ceives as many layers as the link, that it is connected to

the network, can handle at low delay. Finally, different

approaches to the video exchange during videoconferences

have been presented in [23]. The authors proposed an al-

gorithm to build separate trees for different enhancement

layers in SVC based transmission. They make a theoretical

analysis to show optimality of the algorithm and prove it

through extensive simulations.

In [24], the authors propose a flow control protocol based

on cost-benefit approach. Practical realization of this pro-

tocol framework for many-to-many flow control in overlay

networks is designed and tested both in extensive simula-

tions and real-life experiments.

Overlay networking is a subject of interest in numerous

publications. An extensive work on overlay networks can

be found in [25]. The author provides a complete intro-

duction to the topic, followed by architecture description,

requirements, underlying topologies, and routing informa-

tion. The work is also supplemented with a discussion

about security and overlay networks applications.

Replica location problem has been addressed in previous

publications [26], [27]. However, most of the work has

been done in a relation to the Content Delivery Network

and web-content servers [28] or transparent proxying [29].

In the topic of multimedia transmission, previous work

concentrates mostly on placing Video on Demand (VoD)
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servers or static multimedia replicas [30], however, in [31]

the authors address anycast in a field of relaying node se-

lection and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) Session

Border Controller (SBC) placement.

3. Many-to-Many Communication

As mentioned in the previous section, many-to-many com-

munication is a paradigm of data exchange between group

of hosts in a way that every group member gets information

from the rest of hosts involved in the transmission. Basi-

cally, during the transmission every host in the group has

the same set of information (i.e. all videoconference partic-

ipants see video streams from other conference members).

The overall set of m2m demands is known in advance and

the problem consists of optimizing the establishment of the

m2m flows to serve these demands. This abstract model

was divided into two more specific problems for the com-

munication in computer networks:

• Overlay model. In this model, the m2m flows are

determined assuming a given set of network routes

already established, i.e., the service layer is decou-

pled from the IP layer. This model is easier to deploy

since there is no need of the network topology infor-

mation and the traffic routing in the network layer;

• Joint model. In this model, the establishment of the

m2m flows involves also the underlying network lay-

ers (e.g., IP layer, MPLS layer, optical layer, etc.).

This model is harder to implement but allows op-

timizing network routes and m2m flows together in

order to minimize bandwidth usage.

4. Overlay m2m Systems –

Optimization Model

In this section, the ILP model of the offline m2m flows al-

location in overlay system is presented. First, we introduce

the main assumptions of an overlay system with m2m flows.

A set of users (overlay nodes) indexed v = 1, 2, . . . , V that

participate in the system is given, i.e., each user generates

some stream with rate hv (defined in bit/s) and receives the

aggregated streams from other users. For instance in the

context of teleconferencing system, the value hv depends

on the selected coding standard and resolution. A special

compression ratio αv is defined for each user – the user

receives the overall stream compressed according to this

ratio. This assumptions also follows from real teleconfer-

ence systems [32], [33]. In the considered system, servers

s = 1, 2, . . . , S are rendezvous points. In a nutshell, each

user sends its flow to one selected server. The server ag-

gregates all received flows, and thus provides the stream to

each user with the requested compression ratio. Each server

s = 1, 2, . . . , S has a limited upload and download capacity

(us and ds, respectively). Another possible model – not

addressed here – is a case when servers exchange informa-

tion with each other and the users receives the aggregated

stream of all users from one selected server.

Fig. 1. Many-to-many transmission model in overlay network.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the considered overlay model

in a network with 4 clients (users) and 2 servers. Clients

v1 and v2 are sending their streams to server s2 and clients

v3 and v4 to s1. Both upstream and downstream flows are

presented and transmission volume is shown. For example

client v1 transmits stream with volume h1 to server s2 and

receives two streams compressed with requested compres-

sion ratio α1. The former comes from s2 and consists of

stream h2 from client v2 (its own stream is not sent back),

the latter comes from s1 and consists of streams h3 and h4

from corresponding clients v3 and v4.

There are two sets of decision variables in the model. First,

zvs denotes the selection of server s for demand v. The sec-

ond variable Hs is auxiliary and defines the flow of all users

connected to server s. The objective is to minimize the

overall streaming cost according to the allocation of users

to servers. For each pair of overlay nodes (both users and/or

servers) we are given constant ζvw denoting the streaming

cost of one capacity unit (i.e., Mbit/s) on an overlay link

from node v to node w. The cost can be interpreted in

many ways, e.g., as network delay (in ms), bandwidth con-

sumption, number of Autonomous Systems (ASes) on the

path, etc., or a weighted combination of them. To present

the model notation as in [34] is used:

– indices

v,w = 1,2, . . . ,V user (overlay nodes),

s = 1,2, . . . ,S servers (overlay nodes);

– constants

ds download capacity (bit/s) of server s,

us upload capacity (bit/s) of server s,

ζvw streaming cost on overlay link from node v

to node w,
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hv stream rate (bit/s) generated by node

(client) v,

αv compression ratio of node (client) v,

Ns maximum number of users that s can serve;

– variables

zvs = 1, if user v is assigned to server s and 0

otherwise (binary),

Hs flow aggregated at server s (continuous);

– objective

min F =∑
v

∑
s

zvshvζvs + ∑
v

∑
s

αv(Hs − zvshv)ζsv , (1)

– subject to

∑
s

zvs = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V , (2)

Hs = ∑
v

zvshv s = 1,2, . . . ,S , (3)

Hs ≤ ds s = 1,2, . . . ,S , (4)

∑
v

αv(Hs − zvshv) ≤ us s = 1,2, . . . ,S , (5)

∑
v

zvs ≤ Ns s = 1,2, . . . ,S . (6)

The objective (1) is to minimize the streaming cost of

transferring all m2m flows in the system. In more de-

tail, function (1) compromises two elements. The first

one (i.e., ∑v ∑s zvshvζvs) denotes the cost of streaming

the data from users to servers. The second part (i.e.,

∑v ∑s αv(Hs − zvshv)ζsv) defines the cost of streaming the

data in the opposite direction from each server to each user.

Recall that for each user a special compression ratio αv is

given. Moreover, if a particular server s is selected by user

v (i.e., zvs = 1), the flow of this server is decreased by the

flow of user v. Constraint (2) assures that for each user v

exactly one server is selected. In (3), the aggregated flow

entering each server s is defined as the sum of all users’

flows assigned to s. In constraints (4) and (5) the download

and upload capacity constraints for servers is defined. Each

server uploads the aggregated stream with the defined com-

pression ratio to each user. Therefore, similarly to obj. (1),

the original flow of user v is not sent back to this node.

Since the upload and download flows of users are constant,

we do not formulate capacity constraint in the case of user

nodes. Finally, constraint (6) bounds the number of users

to be served by each server. This limit follows from real

m2m systems (e.g., teleoconferencing systems) [33]. The

presented model in (1)–(6) is strongly NP-hard problem

since it is equivalent to the Multidimensional Knapsack

Problem [35].

A special case of the overlay model presented in (1)–(6)

is a scenario where only one server (S = 1) is applied to

provide the m2m transmissions in the network. Notice that

in this case, this model becomes an analytical model, since

there are no variables as all users are assigned to the same

server (variable zvs). As a consequence, the aggregated

flow at the server is constant and given by

H1 = ∑
v

hv . (7)

The cost of one server scenario is as follows

F = ∑
v

hvζv1 + ∑
v

αv(H1 −hv)ζ1v . (8)

Notice that Eq. (8) can be used as a reference cost when

evaluating multi servers scenarios.

5. Joint m2m Systems –

Optimization Model

Now, a joint model of m2m flows is introduced. The main

assumptions are analogous to the overlay model. The key

difference is that with the joint model, network routes be-

tween users and servers can be optimized. The authors

will formulate joint system ILP model using node-link no-

tation [34].

The considered network is modeled as a directed graph

consisting of nodes and links. Nodes are divided into two

subsets: nodes hosting servers (indexed by s = 1, 2, . . . , S)

and all other nodes (indexed by v = 1, 2, . . . , V ). Users can

be connected only to nodes v = 1, 2, . . . , V . We assume that

server nodes are connected to the graph by a bridge (cut-

edge), i.e., removal of the edge disconnects the server node

from the rest of the graph. This follows from the fact that

server nodes cannot be used as a transit node for forwarding

data that does not originate or terminate at the server node.

In contrast, nodes v = 1, 2, . . . , V can be used as transit

nodes. Links are denoted using index e = 1, 2, . . . , E .

Recall that in the case of overlay systems, the notion of

a node was used to denote a user. To simplify the no-

tation, in this section we apply the notion of a demand

d = 1, 2, . . . , D to denote all flows in the system between

users and servers. Let o(d) and t(d) denote the origin and

destination node of each demand, respectively. There are

two types of demands: upstream and downstream. The for-

mer one denotes the flow from a user to one of the servers,

thus for each upstream demand d, o(d) denotes the user

node. The upstream demand is an anycast demand, since

one of the end nodes is to be selected among many possible

nodes. The volume of this demand is constant and given

by hd . Since an upstream demand is defined by the user

node o(d) we can write that that hd = ho(d), i.e., volume of

upstream demand d is equivalent to the bitrate generated

by client located at node o(d).
For each user (node v) there are S downstream demands

to transmit the aggregated flow from each server to the

user node. The destination node t(d) of each downstream

demand is always located in a user node. Consequently,

candidate paths for each demand connect the server node

and the user node. Downstream demands are unicast since

both end nodes are defined a priori. Moreover, with every

down-stream demand we introduce the index of associated
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up-stream demand τ(d). Both associated demands d and

τ(d) of the same request must connect the same pair of

nodes: the client node and the selected replica node. How-

ever, the main novelty is that the volume of downstream

demands is a variable and depends on the allocation of

users to servers. In more detail, the volume of downstream

demand d is defined as αt(d)(Ho(d) − zt(d)o(d)hτ(d)).

Let aev and bev denote the binary constants that define the

dependency between adjacent links and nodes. More pre-

cisely, aev is 1, when link e originates at node v and 0

otherwise. Similarly, bev is 1, if link e terminates at node

v and 0 otherwise.

– indices

v = 1,2, . . . ,V network client nodes,

s = 1,2, . . . ,S network server nodes,

d = 1,2, . . . ,D demands (upstream from user to

server and downstream from server to

user),

e = 1,2, . . . ,E network links;

– constants

hd volume (requested bit-rate) of upstream de-

mand d,

ζe streaming cost on link e,

ce capacity of link e,

ds(d) = 1, if d is a downstream demand, 0 otherwise,

us(d) = 1, if d is an upstream demand, 0 otherwise,

o(d) origin (source) node of demand d, for an up-

stream demand o(d) denotes the user node, for

a downstream demand o(d) denotes the server

node,

t(d) destination node of demand d, in the case of

a upstream demand t(d) denotes the server,

while in the case of downstream demand t(d)
is the user node,

τ(d) index of a demand associated with demand d.

If d is a downstream demand, then τ(d) must

be an upstream connection and vice versa,

M large number,

Ns maximum number of users that s can serve,

aev = 1, if link e originates at node v, 0 otherwise,

bev = 1, if link e terminates at node v, 0 otherwise;

– variables

zvs = 1, if user v is assigned to server s, 0 otherwise

(binary),

Hs flow aggregated at server s (continuous),

xed flow of demand d on link e (continuous),

ued = 1, if demand d uses link e, 0 otherwise (binary);

– objective

minF = ∑
d

∑
e

xedζe (9)

– subject to

∑
e

aesxed −∑
e

besxed = αt(d)(Ho(d)− zt(d)o(d)hτ(d))

d = 1,2, . . . ,D ds(d) = 1 (10)

s = 1,2, . . . ,S o(d) = s

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = −αt(d)(Ho(d)− zt(d)o(d)hτ(d))

if v = t(d) d = 1,2, . . . ,D (11)

ds(d) = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = 0

if v 6= t(d) d = 1,2, . . . ,D

ds(d) = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(12)

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = hd

if v = o(d) d = 1,2, . . . ,D

us(d) = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(13)

∑
e

aesxed −∑
e

besxed = −hdzo(d)s

d = 1,2, . . . ,D us(d) = 1

s = 1,2, . . . ,S t(d) = s

(14)

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = 0

if v 6= o(d) d = 1,2, . . . ,D

us(d) = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(15)

∑
e

aesued −∑
e

besued = 1

d = 1,2, . . . ,D ds(d) = 1

s = 1,2, . . . ,S o(d) = s

(16)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = −1

if v = t(d) d = 1,2, . . . ,D

ds(d) = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(17)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = 0

if v 6= t(d) d = 1,2, . . . ,D

ds(d) = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(18)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = 1

if v = o(d) d = 1,2, . . . ,D

us(d) = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(19)

∑
e

aesued −∑
e

besued = −zo(d)s

d = 1,2, . . . ,D us(d) = 1

s = 1,2, . . . ,S t(d) = s

(20)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = 0

if v 6= o(d) d = 1,2, . . . ,D

us(d) = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(21)
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xed ≤ Mued

d = 1,2, . . . ,D e = 1,2, . . . ,E
(22)

Hs = ∑
d:up(d)=1

zo(d)shd

s = 1,2, . . . ,S

(23)

∑
s

zo(d)s = 1

d = 1,2, . . . ,D up(d) = 1

(24)

∑
d

xed ≤ ce

e = 1,2, . . . ,E
(25)

∑
d:up(d)=1

zo(d)s ≤ Ns

s = 1,2, . . . ,S

(26)

The objective function (9) minimizes the cost of all net-

work flows. Constraints (10)–(12) define the flow conser-

vation laws for downstream demands. Recall that in our

model the downstream demand is a unicast demand from

a server to a user. Therefore, as a source node only server

nodes are considered, see constraint (10). The right-hand

side of (10) denotes the flow of downstream demand d,

which is the flow received by the user from each server.

The compression ratio is applied and the original stream

generated by the node is not sent back. Constraint (11) re-

lates to the destination node of the demand, i.e., user node.

Finally, constraint (12) is formulated for other so called

transit nodes. Furthermore, in (13)–(15) the flow conser-

vation of upstream demands is defined, which are anycast.

In more detail, (13) denotes the flow conservation for the

user node. Constraint (14) meets the guarantee that one

of the servers (defined by the value of zvs variable) is se-

lected as the destination node. Constraint (15) defines the

flow conservation law for remaining transit nodes. Notice

that we assume that server nodes can be used as transit

nodes to forward traffic of demands not terminated or orig-

inated at particular server node. Since we assume single

path routing, constraints (16)–(18) and (19)–(21) denote the

flow conservation constraints for corresponding binary flow

variables ued . Both flow variables are bound through using

constraint (22).

Constraint (23) – similarly to (3) – defines the flow of

server s according to assignment of users to servers. Con-

straint (24) defines variable zvs. Constraint (25) is the link

capacity. Finally, (26) limits the number of clients served

by each server. Model (9)–(26) is NP-complete since it is

equivalent to the single path allocation problem [34].

Notice that in order to obtain bifurcated version of the link-

node model variables ued and constraints (16)–(22) must be

removed from the above model.

6. Overlay System Replica Location

Problem – Optimization Model

In this section, the ILP model of replica location problem

in overlay m2m systems is introduced, that belongs to the

group of LFA (Location and Flow Allocation) problems.

In the previous two models, the authors assumed that the

location of the replica servers is fixed. Here, the problem

is to choose R replicas among V potential sites (R < V )

taking under consideration demands in the network. In

comparison to the equivalent problem (1)–(6), where

location of the replicas is known, we do not distinguish

client and server nodes. We are given v,w = 1, 2, . . . ,V

nodes from which R replica nodes will be selected.

Therefore, binary variable zw is used, which is 1 when

w hosts a replica server and 0 otherwise. The problem

of locating replicas in the network is NP-hard, since it is

equivalent to the facility location problem [28], [36]:

– indices

v,w = 1,2, . . . ,V overlay nodes;

– constants

dv download capacity (bit/s) of node v,

uv upload capacity (bit/s) of node v,

ζvw streaming cost on overlay link from node v to

node w,

hv streaming rate (bit/s) generated by node v,

αv compression ratio of node v,

Nv maximum number of users that v can serve,

R number of replica servers,

– variables

zvw = 1, if node v is assigned to replica node w,

0 otherwise (binary),

zw = 1, if node w is selected to host a replica

server, 0 otherwise (binary),

Hw flow aggregated at replica node w (continuous);

– objective

min F =∑
v

∑
w

zvwhvζvw +∑
v

∑
w

αv(Hw−zvwhv)ζvw (27)

– subject to

∑
w

zvw = 1 v = 1,2, . . . ,V (28)

Hw = ∑
v:v6=w

zvwhv = 1 w = 1,2, . . . ,V (29)

Hw < dw w = 1,2, . . . ,V (30)

∑
v

αv(Hw − zvwhv) ≤ uw w = 1,2, . . . ,V (31)

∑
v

zvw ≤ Nw w = 1,2, . . . ,V (32)

∑
w

zw ≤ R (33)

zvw ≤ zw v,w = 1,2, . . . ,V (34)

The objective (27) is to minimize the streaming cost of

transferring all m2m flows in the system. First component

denotes the cost of streaming the data from users to servers.

The second part defines the cost of streaming the data in

the opposite direction. Constraint (28) assures that each

user is assigned to exactly one replica node. The flow ag-
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gregated at each replica is defined in (29). Constraints (30)

and (31) are defining download and upload capacity bound-

aries. The number of users to be served by each server is

constrained in (32). Constraint (33) guarantees that R nodes

are selected to host replica servers. Finally, (34) binds vari-

ables zvw and zw, i.e., node w can be selected as the replica

node for any user v, only if node w is assigned with a replica

node (zw = 1).

7. Joint System Replica Location

Problem – Optimization Model

Analogously to the problem presented in the previous

section, the base problem with replica servers selection is

extended. Due to the simplicity of the model representation

node-link notation is used.

– indices

v,w = 1,2, . . . ,V network nodes,

d = 1,2, . . . ,D demands (upstream from user

to server and downstream from

server to user),

e = 1,2, . . . ,E network links;

– constants

hd volume (requested bit-rate) of upstream de-

mand d,

ζe streaming cost on link e,

ce capacity of link e,

ds(d) = 1, if d is a downstream demand,

0 otherwise,

us(d) = 1, if d is an upstream demand, 0 otherwise,

aev = 1, if link e originates at node v,

0 otherwise,

bev = 1, if link e terminates at node v,

0 otherwise,

αv compression ratio of node v,

Nv maximum number of users that v can serve,

o(d) origin (source) node of demand d, for an up-

stream demand o(d) denotes the user node,

for a downstream demand o(d) denotes the

server node,

t(d) destination node of demand d, in the case of

a upstream demand t(d) denotes the server,

while in the case of downstream demand t(d)
is the user node,

τ(d) index of a demand associated with de-

mand d; if d is a downstream demand, then

τ(d) must be an upstream connection and

vice versa,

R number of replica servers,

M large number;

– variables

zvw = 1, if node v is assigned to replica node w,

0 otherwise (binary),

zw = 1, if node w is selected to host a replica

server, 0 otherwise (binary),

Hw flow aggregated at replica node w (continuous),

xed flow of demand d on link e (continuous),

ued = 1, if demand d uses link e, 0 otherwise (bi-

nary);

– objective
min F = ∑

d
∑
e

xedζe (35)

– subject to

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = αt(d)(Ho(d)− zt(d)o(d)hτ(d))

d = 1,2, . . . ,D ds(d) = 1 (36)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v = o(d)

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = −αt(d)(Ho(d)− zt(d)o(d)hτ(d))

d = 1,2, . . . ,D ds(d) = 1 (37)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v = t(d)

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = 0

d = 1,2, . . . ,D ds(d) = 1 (38)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v 6= t(d) v 6= o(d)

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = hd(1− zv)

d = 1,2, . . . ,D us(d) = 1 (39)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v = o(d)

∑
e

aevxed −∑
e

bevxed = −hdzo(d)v

d = 1,2, . . . ,D us(d) = 1 (40)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v 6= o(d)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = zo(d)

d = 1,2, . . . ,D ds(d) = 1 (41)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v = o(d)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = −zo(d)

d = 1,2, . . . ,D ds(d) = 1 (42)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v = t(d)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = 0

d = 1,2, . . . ,D ds(d) = 1 (43)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v 6= t(d) v 6= o(d)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = 1− zv

d = 1,2, . . . ,D us(d) = 1 (44)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v = o(d)

∑
e

aevued −∑
e

bevued = −zo(d)v

d = 1,2, . . . ,D us(d) = 1 (45)

v = 1,2, . . . ,V v 6= o(d)
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xed ≤ Mued

d = 1,2, . . . ,D e = 1,2, . . . ,E
(46)

Hv = ∑
d:up(d)=1

zo(d)vhd

v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(47)

∑
v

zo(d)v = 1

d = 1,2, . . . ,D up(d) = 1

(48)

∑
d

xed ≤ ce

e = 1,2, . . . ,E
(49)

∑
d:up(d)=1

zo(d)v ≤ Nv

v = 1,2, . . . ,V

(50)

∑
v

zv ≤ R (51)

zvw ≤ zw v,w = 1,2, . . . ,V (52)

The objective function (35) minimizes the cost of all net-

work flows. Constraints (36)–(38) define the flow conserva-

tion laws for downstream demands. In detail, (36) presents

the case, when v is a source of demand d, so it is a potential

replica. If so, right hand side of (36) denotes the flow of

demand d, otherwise equals 0. Constraint (37) is defined

for the destination node of demand d (v = t(d)), hence the

left-hand denotes the flow that enters to the client node v.

We assume that the replica node can be located only in the

nodes that are not the client nodes. Finally in (38) v rep-

resents an intermediate node and flow balance equals 0. In

analogous way we formulate the flow conservation law for

upstream demands (39)–(40). Constraint (40) represents

two cases - when v is a replica node or an intermediate

node. In the former, variable zo(d)v is set to 1 and right-hand

site of (40) denotes flow of demand d incoming to replica v.

In the latter, zo(d)v is set to 0 and right-hand side equals 0.

In this model a single path routing is considered, thus con-

straints (41)–(43) and (44)–(45) denote the flow conserva-

tion constraints for corresponding binary flow variables ued .

This variable is bound with continuous flow variable xed in

constraint (46). Constraints (47)–(50) are analogous to the

node-link problem model with known server location. Con-

straints (51)–(52) are equivalent of (33)–(34) in the overlay

model.

8. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, ILP optimization models of computer net-

works with many-to-many multimedia flows was formu-

lated. The authors addressed two problems of replica server

settlement – with known replica location, and with opti-

mized replica location selection. According to many recent

developments in computer networks, m2m transmissions

have been gaining much popularity in different areas. The

models presented can be easily adaptaded for other traf-

fic patterns and applications. Generic ILP models of m2m

flows optimization in overlay model and joint mode as-l

suming combined optimization of overlay and underlying

networks (e.g., IP layer, MPLS layer, optical layer, etc.)

was proposed. The models assume that special servers

(rendezvous point) collect flows of individual clients and

sent them back to users using some compression. In fu-

ture work, the authors plan to implement the models in ILP

solvers as well as to develop some heuristic algorithms to

obtain numerical results, and to formulate models of m2m

systems using multicasting for effective transmission.
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